Short communication: mapping of somatosensory cortices with functional magnetic resonance imaging in anaesthetized macaque monkeys.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in macaque monkeys is emerging as a potent candidate to bridge the gap between data from human fMRI studies and data from anatomy, electrophysiology and lesion studies in monkeys. The primary (SI) and secondary (SII) somatosensory cortices are the principal regions for somatosensory information processing and contain systematic representations of the body surface map (somatotopy). To examine the functional organization of the somatosensory cortices in anaesthetized macaque monkeys with fMRI, we asked whether focal and differential activation could be observed in SI and SII in response to tactile stimulation with two parameters: body sides (right and left) and body regions (hand and face). We found that changes in stimulus parameters elicited differential focal activation in both SI and SII in two ways. First, the hand and face stimulation activated SI and SII in the contralateral, but not in the ipsilateral, hemisphere. Second, the hand and face stimulation differentially activated two adjacent regions in both SI and SII. These fMRI results appear to correlate with previous mapping studies by other methods in the macaque somatosensory cortices. This study shows the feasibility of fMRI studies in mapping multiple sensory areas in monkeys by which we can distinguish between adjacent functionally distinct regions.